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Abstract

Intimate partner violence (IPV) is a significant public health problem and social issue that involves
couples from all socioeconomic and cultural contexts. IPV may affect women and men, but these latter are
the most common perpetrators of IPV. We developed stochastic Agent-Based models of IPV focused on the
couple dynamics, determined by the parallel, individual behaviour of partners. Based on the psychological
theory of the Cycle of Violence, we have developed a model based on four discrete states: passivity, normal
situation, upset and physical assault. The individual transition probability depends on the previous state
of the subject and that of the partner, and on a control parameter, the aggressiveness. We then let this
parameter evolve depending on the perceived violence from past experiences (polarisation) or from the
support received from the environment (social influence). From the analysis of the phase diagrams we observe
the emergence of characteristic patterns, in agreement with the observations of IPV in the literature.

1 Introduction

The intimate relationships can be characterized by the presence of various forms of violence. In literature,
intimate partner violence (IPV) refers to acts of physical, sexual, psychological violence and/or different types
of controlling behaviours such as stalking inflicted by a current or previous intimate partner (Breiding et al.
2015).

Some studies showed that cohabiting couples are at an higher risk of IPV (Abramsky et al. 2011; Herrera
et al. 2008). A couple may be seen as a dynamic system in which partners’ interactions are influenced not
only by the partner’s behaviours but also by contextual factors (Capaldi & Kim 2007; Katerndahl et al. 2010).
Indeed, a couple is not isolated but located in an environment (e.g., neighbours) and may interact with different
community members such as family members and friends, which have a critical role in maintaining or mitigating
the issue of IPV (Goodman & Smyth 2011; Mancini et al. 2006).

Although the consequences of IPV are not symmetric between men and women, the latter being more
likely to suffer the most severe forms of violence and, therefore, of having more negative consequences (e.g.,
fear, injuries, and post-traumatic stress disorder) than men (Anderson 2002; Caldwell et al. 2012), it seems
that there is not a profound difference between sexes regarding the factors leading to occasional acts of IPV
(Marshall et al. 2011). Clearly, most of reports concerns the effects of repeated IPV, which corresponds almost
invariably to men perpetrating violence against women.

1.1 Factors related to intimate partner violence: the role of social support

Indeed, IPV is a complex and multi-dimensional problem and different researchers tried to describe its complexity
(Ali & Naylor 2013; Krug et al. 2002), highlighting a wide range of risk factors for IPV (Abramsky et al. 2011)

Among individual and relationship risk factors related to IPV, some researchers found that occurrence of
men and women’s IPV was predicted by couple conflict, that is increased by individual variables such as hostility,
depression and negative relationship attributions (Marshall et al. 2011). However, the frequency of IPV was
predicted by hostility for men’s perpetration and by couple conflict for women’s perpetration, highlighting the
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different nature of IPV between men (i.e., individualized nature) and women (i.e., dyadic nature) (Marshall
et al. 2011).

The occurrence of community violence and the presence of IPV in the social support networks are known
community and societal risk factors of IPV, since in these cases people may have higher acceptance of violence
(including IPV) and less possibility to receive a tangible support (Raghavan et al. 2006; Raiford et al. 2013).

Indeed, social support has been recognized as a significant factor for IPV dynamics. As suggest by Capaldi
et al. (2012), social support has been investigated as a protective factor for victimization of female IPV. Victims
of IPV are more likely to receive less social support than not abused ones (Katerndahl et al. 2013; Van Wyk et al.
2003), and they are more likely to be re-abused if they have less social support (Bybee & Sullivan 2005; Goodman
et al. 2005). Additionally, some forms of social support are protective factors, reducing IPV perpetration (Slep
et al. 2010). However, Katerndahl et al. (2013) hypothesized that social support may reduce the probability to
be a victim of IPV but it may also allow a victim of IPV to remain in the violent relationship by decreasing
the IPV impact on his/her mental health.

Episodes of IPV can also happen in front of a third part defined in the literature as bystander (Hamby et al.
2016; Planty 2002), and IPV survivors usually report their experience of victimization to a member of their
informal social support, who may react in a negative or unhealthy manner (Sylaska & Edwards 2014). In the
cases of IPV, among specific factors that may increase the likelihood to provide unhelpful support, anger seems
to be associated with less helpful behaviours (Chabot et al. 2016, 2009).

One of the most important theoretical framework to understand the IPV is the ecological perspective (Ali
& Naylor 2013), in which the causes of violence are not seen as deterministic, but rather to occur probabilisti-
cally (Heise 2011). Applying Bronfenbrenner’s Ecological theory of human development (Bronfenbrenner 1979),
some researchers classified the IPV risk factors within four levels: individual, relationship, community and so-
cietal (Carlson 1984; Heise 1998). So far, among the risk factors that influence the rates of IPV, the majority of
studies have more evaluate the individual and relationship levels rather than the community and societal levels
(Krug et al. 2002).

1.2 Complexity science and dynamics patterns in intimate partner violence

In the IPV literature, some theories have been focused on the dynamics of this issue such as the Cycle of Violence
theory (Walker 1979), the Family Systems theory (Giles-Sims 1983), and the Power and Control Wheel of the
Duluth model (Pence & Paymar 1993).

The Cycle of Violence theory (Walker 1979) consists in three main phases that cyclically alternate: a)
tension-building, where the abuser starts to be hostile with the partner, who tries to keep calm the aggressor;
b) explosion, where the abuser starts to perpetrate violence; and c) honeymoon, during which the abuser starts
to apologize for the behaviour and promises to stop to be violent (Ali & Naylor 2013). Within this violence
cycle, there is a period called open window phase, between explosion and honeymoon stage, where it is more
likely that the victim seeks help (Curnow 1997).

In the Family Systems theory, after the first incident of IPV it is possible that the violence will stabilize or
not, depending on positive or negative feedbacks received not only from the internal system of the couple but
also from the external context (e.g., family members, friends, etc.) (Giles-Sims 1983; Katerndahl et al. 2014).

In the Duluth model, the abuser uses different tactics to maintain the power and the control over the partner,
and the sexual and physical violence may include all these tactics and IPV is not isolated incident but a constant
presence for victims (Ali & Naylor 2013; Pence & Paymar 1993).

Recently, some researchers showed that these three theories of IPV dynamics may be expressed by different
mathematical models of complex dynamics patterns (Burge et al. 2016; Katerndahl et al. 2014, 2012, 2010).
In particular, these studies showed that the cycle of violence theory seems to be consisted with the periodic
patterns (i.e., IPV is perceived as predictable); the family system theory yields chaotic patterns (i.e., IPV is felt
as less predictable than in the cycle of violence theory), and the Duluth model leads to the random patterns
(i.e., IPV is unpredictable) (Burge et al. 2016; Katerndahl et al. 2014, 2012, 2010).

Actually, these three theories of IPV patterns are not mutually exclusive (Burge et al. 2016). Indeed, different
patterns may be observed in different periods according with the availability of resources, changes in the social
connectedness or presence of stress factors (Katerndahl et al. 2012, 2014).

1.3 Agent-based modelling and couple dynamics

Agent-based modelling (ABM) consists in modelling and simulating social systems by means of interacting
agents that follow simple probabilistic rules. The ABM approach has been used in different disciplines such
as economics, social science and biology (Heath et al. 2009), it should have more application in the field of
social psychology (Smith & Conrey 2007; Bagnoli et al., 2008; Lauro Grotto et al. 2014; Guazzini et al. 2015;
Vilone et al. 2016). The ABM approach with its attention to micro and macro levels, non-linear effects, and
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multiple causal directions, is more able than prevalent approaches to describe emergent behaviour coming from
interactive processes (Smith & Conrey 2007).

In the literature, some studies have started to investigate, using the ABM, couple processes such as the
marital formation and dissolution (Mumcu & Saglam 2008; Saglam 2013), and the seek-helping behaviours by
women victims of IPV (Drigo et al. 2012). In particular, Drigo et al. (2012) highlighted that the ABM approach
about IPV dynamics is suitable and furnishes implications for the policy.

1.4 Aim of the study

Following the suggestion by Smith & Conrey (2007), we approach the dynamics of IPV by means of an agent-
based model, in which the components of a couple can assume a finite number of states and each individual
updates his/her state at discrete time steps in a probabilistic way, according with personal parameters, and
based on the present state of the participants in the couple.

We first define the transition probabilities and analyse the evolution of the couple in isolation. Since, as
already said, the occasional presence of IPV seems to be influenced by the same factors for women and men
(Marshall et al. 2011), we use a symmetric model for the two genders, although clearly they may be better
represented by different values of the parameters.

Secondly, we assume that the personal predisposition also evolves on the basis of messages coming from
the environment, assumed to be composed by similar couples (i.e., using a mean-field approximation). Beyond
invoking uniformity, a justification of this approach is that couples tend to modify their network of contacts
establishing links with other couples exhibiting similar behaviours such as women in violent relationship (Kater-
ndahl et al. 2013).

2 Model 1: Short-time evolution after an upsetting episode

Our first one aims at representing the short-time behaviour of a couple, starting from an upsetting episode
and ending in an absorbing state like “normal state”, predominant violence such as “male violence”, “female
violence”, or “mutual violence/separation”. Here we use the term “predominant” to indicate a situation in
which the violence is mainly perpetuated by a single partner, while we use the term “mutual” when the violence
is perpetuated by both members of the couple. Given that mutual violence may cause more injuries than non-
reciprocal violence (Whitaker et al. 2007) and following past studies about help-seeking behaviour in the case
of IPV (Ansara & Hindin 2010; Douglas et al. 2012), we supposed that the victim experience mutual violence
recognized the situation as severe and they will seek help and leave the relationship (e.g., separation).

2.1 Model description

We model the couple as composed by a man (opponent 1) and a woman (opponent 2), distinguished only by the
fact that the evolution of the couple starts with the first one upset and the second one in a normal state. Each
individual i = 1, 2 can assume four discrete states sti at time t, with si ∈ {−1, 0, 1, 2}. We define these states
following the Cycle of Violence Theory (Walker 1979) as follows. The state si = 0 corresponds to the normal
situation, while si = −1 corresponds to passivity, representing a situation of dependence and acceptance, but
we also use this label to represent the “beg for pardon” state after an aggression. The label si = 1 represents
a tension condition where the member of the couple is upset, and finally si = 2 corresponds to the presence of
episodes of violence or physical assault.

The model proceeds by discrete time steps. In each time step, the two individuals forming the couple face
the other member and change his/her state (from s1 and s2 to s′1 and s′2 ) with a probability τ(s′i|si, sj ; a),
where i represent the individual being updated and j the partner and the parameter a is described below.

Clearly, given a certain situation, the sum of all possible transition probabilities is one, i.e.,

2∑
s′i=−1

τ(s′i|si, sj ; a) = 1,

for each si and sj .
The transition matrix τ depends on a parameter a (aggressiveness or assertiveness) that in our approximation

represents, in a schematic manner, both the predisposition toward an aggressive behaviour, namely the tendency
to attack the partner, and the active and assertive capacity of responding to the demands of partners, including
also the ability to leave the relationship. We use the same form of the transition matrix for both the male and
the female members, possibly computed with different values of a.

We divided the state of couple as a (tensor) product of individual states for two reasons. First of all, because
in this way the model is more apt of being validated using personal profiles and secondly because for a couple
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Figure 1: The transition diagram of couple dynamics for Model 1. The ovals represent the 16 possible states
(s1, s2) of the couple and the arrows the transitions M(s′1, s2|s1, s2; a1, a2) = τ(s′1|s1, s2; a1)τ(s′2|s2, s1; a2). The
initial state is coloured in red and marked by the START label. The green ovals are unreachable “garden of Eden”
states, which can only be the starting states of the dynamics, and the corresponding transition probabilities are
dashed. The four absorbing states normal (0, 0), separation (2, 2), male violence (2,−1), female violence (−1, 2)
are marked in yellow.
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a1=0.3, a2=0.3 % individual parameters

t=0, s1=1, s2=0 % initial state: mule upset and female normal

t=1, s1=1 s2=-1 % male upset and female remissive

t=2, s1=2 s2=1 % male violent and female upset

t=3, s1=2 s2=-1 % absorbing state: male violent and female passive

t=4, s1=2 s2=-1

t=5, s1=2 s2=-1

Figure 2: An example of a stochastic trajectory.

there are 16 possible states (all combinations of the four individual states), which gives a transition matrix (from
old to new states) with 16 × 16 = 256 entries. At the individual level, the transition probability τ(s′i|si, sj ; a)
has only 43 = 64 entries, most of which are set to zero, as reported in the Appendix in Tables 1–4.

The basic idea is the following: for a low level of the aggressiveness factor a, the individual tends to return
to the normal state 0 or to the passive state −1 after an aggression. For high level of a the individual tends to
respond to an aggression becoming upset or responding with violence to violence.

The transition probabilities of the couple, from (s1, s2) to (s′1, s
′
2) with individual parameters a1 and a2 is

given by
M(s1, s2|s′1, s′2; a1, a2) = τ(s′1|s1, s2; a1)τ(s′2|s2, s1; a2).

We can visualize the nonzero transition probabilities as a graph, as reported in Fig. 1. The model presents
four possible absorbing states, i.e: (0, 0), normal state of the couple, (2,−1) and (−1, 2) which correspond to a
situation in which one partner is violent and the other passive (prevarication), and (2, 2) in which both partners
are violent and which is generally the prelude for the breaking of the couple.

A time step is composed by two elementary processes that occur in parallel, for the two members of the
couple. Each step is given by

s′i =


−1 with probability τ(−1|si, sj),
0 with probability τ(0|si, sj),
1 with probability τ(1|si, sj),
2 otherwise.

(1)

In practice, the choice of the new state, for example s′1, was given by a random number r between zero and
one, that was confronted in sequence with the probability of the four possible outcomes:

s′1 = −1 if r < τ(−1|s1, s2),

s′1 = 0 if τ(−1|s1, s2) ≤ r < τ(−1|s1, s2) + τ(0|s1, s2),

s′1 = 1 if τ(−1|s1, s2) + τ(0|s1, s2) ≤ r < τ(−1|s1, s2) + τ(0|s1, s2) + τ(1|s1, s2),

s′1 = 2 otherwise, i.e., if r ≥ τ(−1|s1, s2) + τ(0|s1, s2) + τ(1|s1, s2).

(2)

We started all simulations from a situation in which one partner (the male) is upset (s0i = 1) and the other
is calm (s0j = 0).

An example of a trajectory, for a high values of a1 and an intermediate value of a2 is reported in Figure 2.
This trajectory can be read in this way: the male experiences a small inconvenient and becomes upset, while
the female is calm (t = 0). The male, due to his high aggressiveness a1 maintains his state, while the female
tries to calm him assuming a passive state (t = 1). Instead of calming the partner, this passivity leads the male
to assume a violent behaviour. In the meanwhile (the dynamics is parallel) the female, due to her intermediate
value of s2 (assertiveness in this case) becomes upset (t = 2). However, confronted with violence and having
an intermediate value of aggressiveness/assertiveness a2 the female comes back to the passive state s2 = −1,
while the male persists in his violent behaviour s1 = 2. This configuration constitutes and absorbing state for
the model. In this case the final state can be defined as male prevarication.

Clearly, the repetition of the simulation with the same parameters can lead to a different evolution, since
the dynamics is stochastic. Hence, we should average over various realizations. It is however possible to obtain
the evolution equation for the probability distribution for the couple (Markov chain).

Let us denote by P (s1, s2; t), the probability of finding the couple in states (s1, s2) at time t. P (s1, s2; t)
has 16 components, linked by the normalization condition

2∑
s1=−1

2∑
s2=−1

P (s1, s2; t) = 1.
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Figure 3: Basin of attraction of the four absorbing states of Model 1 for all possible values of male (a1)
and female (a2) aggressiveness. The absorbing states are the asymptotic states of the probability distribution
P (s1, s2) corresponding to: normal P (0, 0), separation P (2, 2), male violence P (2,−1), female violence P (−1, 2).
The asymmetry between male and female is only due to the initial state P (1, 0; 0) = 1.

The temporal evolution of P is given by the Markov equation

P (s′1, s
′
2; t+ 1) =

∑
s1

τ1(s′1|s1, s2; a1)τ1(s′2|s2, s2; a2)P (s1, s2; t). (3)

2.2 Simulation results

We repeated the simulation for all possible male and female aggressiveness, a1 and a2, we can obtain the phase
diagram of the system, as reported in Fig. 3. In the Figure we report the probability of falling into an absorbing
state (basin of attraction) starting with male upset (P (1, 0; 0) = 1) for any value of the two aggressiveness
parameters a1 and a2. In particular we show the asymptotic probability P (0, 0) (normal behaviours), P (2, 2)
(mutual violence, leading to separation), P (2,−1) (male violence or prevarication), P (−1, 2) (female violence).

The results are not unexpected. For low values of both male and female aggressiveness, the only asymptotic
state is the “quiescent” one (0, 0). Similarly, for high values of both aggressiveness the only possible absorbing
state is the mutual violence (2, 2), while with for two different values of the aggressiveness the final state is that
of dominance.

3 Model 1 Self-consistent phase diagram

Let us now explore the consequences of a social influence on the aggressiveness.

3.1 Model description

We assume that a society is composed by a certain number of similar couples, all following the same dynamics.
In other words, it is as if the couple were surrounded by “mirrors” reflecting their dynamics and influencing
their own aggressiveness, i.e., a mean-field or self-consistent approach.

We measure the perceived violence as the average number of violent states (2) assumed by one of the members
of the couple after a certain number of time steps. In other words, we fix the parameters a1 and a2 and the
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Figure 4: The evolution function of aggressiveness a′ = f(a; v, vc) for different levels of perceived violence v,
with vc = 0.1.

no-gender-specific aggressiveness gender-specific aggressiveness

Figure 5: Absorbing states of Model 1 with a mean-field (self-consistent) evolution of the aggressiveness with
vc = 0.1. Axes and plots as in Fig. 3. Averages over 20 runs.
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Figure 6: The transition matrix for Model 2

initial state of the couple P (1, 0; 0) = 1, let the system evolve for a number of time steps T = 20 (generally
sufficient to let the couple reach an absorbing state), after which we measure the gender violence v1 and v2 as

v1 = P (2,−1;T ) + P (2, 2;T ),

v2 = P (−1, 2;T ) + P (2, 2;T ).

We then let both aggressiveness evolve depending on a threshold vc: if the perceived violence is greater than
the threshold the aggressiveness increases, the reverse in the opposite case

a′ = f(a; v, vc) =

{
1− (1− a)1+v−vc if v > vc,

avc−v+1 otherwise.
(4)

The plot of the function f(a; v, vc) is reported in Fig. 4 for vc = 0.1, value used in the simulations. The function
is designed to provide a slow polarization of the aggressiveness (in both senses) according with the perceived
violence in the environment.

3.2 Simulation results

The process is repeated M = 20 times (turns). We studied two cases: one in which the perceived violence is
not discriminated by gender, so that the value of the external perceived violence v used in Eq. (4) is simply the
average of the two sexes v = (v1 + v2)/2, and one in which the aggressiveness of each member of the couple
evolves feeling only the appropriate gender violence.

The results of simulations are reported in Figs. 5. One can see that the situation is now much more extreme
than in the simple case of Fig. 3, since no coexistence of phases is now possible: given an initial aggressiveness
a1 and a2, the system almost always converges to a unique absorbing state.

The other interesting aspect is the almost disappearance of the male and female prevarication if the perceived
violence is “asexual”, while the corresponding phases are much larger if the perceived violence only comes from
the appropriate gender. This behaviour is sensible, albeit deviant: if male aggressiveness is only supported by
male violence, and similarly for females, “cliques” of similar behaviour can arise in the society.

4 Model 2: Long time-span behaviour of a typical couple

The second model aims at representing the couple dynamics over a longer time span, so that for instance couples
that reach the “separation point” of mutual violence are replaced with new couples initially in the calm state.
This model is specifically aimed at studying the effect of social support on the long-term dynamics.
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Figure 7: Probability of observing the (from left to right and top to bottom) normal behaviour N , tension
threshold T , recovering path R, cycle of violence V, mutual violence M and separation S for a generic couple
for Model 2
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Figure 8: The evolution of support for Model 2 s′ = g(s; v, vc) for different levels of perceived violence v and
vc = 0.1.
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4.1 Model description

In this case we used as parameter the support received by the society, in the sense of reinforcement of assertive-
ness but also of aggressiveness. We modified the individual transition probabilities as shown in Tables 5–8,
reported in the Appendix. Given that anger seems to be associated with less helpful behaviours (Chabot et al.
2016, 2009), we suppose that parameter support s is the opposite of parameter a. In this case we do not have
any absorbing state.

The resulting transition graph for the evolution of the couple is shown in Fig. 6. We marked in red the
paths that may lead to episodes of violence, in green those corresponding to normal behaviour with occasional
upsetting episodes, and in grey the states belonging to both. Notice that we have two “garden of Eden” states,
namely (2, 1) and (1, 2) that cannot be reached by dynamics and have been eliminated.

We tried to measure the importance of the different paths, after a transient of T = 20 steps (sufficient to
reach an asymptotic state), starting from the “male upset” episode P (1, 0; 0) = 1. With “normality” we still
refer to the asymptotic weight of state N = P (0, 0). We then measured the “threshold” T condition (grey
states in Fig. 6) as the weight of states (1, 0), (0, 1) plus the flux from state (1, 1) to (0, 0) though state (2, 2),
i.e.

T = P (0, 1) + P (1, 0) + P (1, 1).

The “recovering” path R is marked in green in Fig. 6 and computed as

R = P (−1, 0) + P (0,−1) + P (−1, 1) + P (1,−1) + P (−1,−1)− [P (−1, 2) + P (2,−1)] .

The “violence” cycle V, in red in Fig. 6, is defined as

V = P (−1, 2) + P (2,−1) + P (0, 2) + P (2, 0).

We also measured the “mutual violence” component M as

M = P (2, 2)(1− s1)(1− s2),

and finally the separation rate S as
S = P (2, 2)s1s2

4.2 Simulation results

The resulting phase diagram of the evolution of all possible supports received by males and females are reported
in Fig. 7. As expected, the normal state corresponds to high support, while the tension state (border between
normal and violence) corresponds to high support for a gender and low support for the other.

Similarly, mutual violence occurs for low support for both sexes. The cycle of violence extends near the
mutual violence zone, with asymmetric support while the recovering path is near the normal state, with relatively
high support for both genders.

The separation (flux from violence to normal state) is somewhat complementary to the cycle of violence,
and occurs for moderate support (hence the violence). The separation occurs when the two partners have
similar support factor, i.e., it is located near the diagonal of the phase diagram, while for the cycle of violence
is favoured by asymmetric factors.

5 Model 2 Self-consistent phase diagram

We apply here the same self-consistent approach as for Model 1, to our second model.

5.1 Model description

Given that presence of IPV in the social support networks may increase the acceptance of violence and decrease
the possibility to receive support (Raghavan et al. 2006; Raiford et al. 2013), we assume that the support s
evolves as a function of the perceived violence (see Fig. 8) as

s′ = g(s; v, vc) =

{
sv−vc+1 if v > vc,

1− (1− s)1+vc−v otherwise.
(5)

10



Figure 9: Phase diagram of Model 2 with a mean-field (self-consistent) evolution of the aggressiveness with
vc = 0.1 and perceived violence not separated per gender. Axes and plots as in Fig. 7. Averages over 20 runs.

Figure 10: Phase diagram of Model 2 with a mean-field (self-consistent) evolution of the aggressiveness with
vc = 0.1 and gender perceived violence. Axes and plots as in Fig. 7. Averages over 20 runs.
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5.2 Simulation results

As in the previous case, the self-consistent behaviour is more polarized, even in the absence of absorbing states.
The dominant states are now the mutual violence and the normal state, while the cycle of violence, and the
separation phases are reduced.

By comparing Figs 9 and 10, it is evident that now the role of gender in the perceived violence (and thus in
the evolution of the support) is marginal.

6 Conclusions

In this paper, we described two stochastic agent-based models with the goal of investigating the dynamics of
intimate partner violence in a couple.

We first examined how the individual tendency to be aggressive and hostile towards the partner (i.e., the
individual parameter), and the individual perception of violence in his/her social network (i.e., the contextual
parameter) may give raise to intimate partner violence (i.e., emerging macroscopic social issue).

Secondly, this “short-time evolution” model has been adapted to investigate the effect of an informal social
support (i.e., a contextual parameter), developing a “long-time span behaviour” model.

Our first model foresaw the emergence of different absorbing states (e.g., ‘normal state”, “male violence”,
“female violence”, or “mutual violence/separation”) depending on the initial parameters (i.e., level of the
aggressiveness factor a). Consistent with studies that highlighted how anger and hostility may increase the
likelihood of perpetrating IPV (Norlander & Eckhardt 2005; Shorey et al. 2011), simulation results of the first
model showed that high level of aggressiveness (a) in one member of the couple leads to a dominance pattern
(e.g. , “male violence”, “female violence”) in which that individual is more likely to perpetrate violence than
the other. Moreover, high level of aggressiveness in both sexes leads to the a reciprocal violence pattern (e.g.,
“mutual violence/separation”).

Extending the first model by means of a polarization of the individual parameter (a) based on social influence
of perceived violence in their context (v), simulation results showed an extremely clear distinction of couple
behaviors. Interestingly, the male or female prevarication almost vanish if the perceived violence is “asexual”,
while the corresponding phases are much larger if the perceived violence only comes from the appropriate
gender. A possible explanation of these results comes from social psychology which suggests that individuals
follow social norms which define shared expectations about acceptable behavior in a society, proving individual
behavior is regulated by social regulatory processes (Levine & Moreland 1990; Sherif 1967; Speltini & Palmonari
1999).

Despite the second model is more dynamic than the first, since it has not absorbent states, there are repeating
patterns of behavior of the couple. Simulation results of this model showed that for a high symmetrical social
support the couple has a higher likelihood to behave in a normal way with occasional conflicts that are resolved.
In contrast with a low or an asymmetric social support, violent patters, both in reciprocal and male or female
violence, emerge more likely. As suggested by a recent review (Capaldi et al. 2012), the presence of social
support may have a protective role for victimization and perpetration of IPV. Interestingly, after the occurrence
of violence in the couple, if both members of the couple perceive a high social support, then the couple will have
a recovering, while if they perceive a medium social support then the couple will leave. These results seem to
support the hypothesis of Katerndahl et al. (2013) that social support may decrease the chances to be a victim
of IPV but it may also allow a victim of IPV to stay in the abuse relationship by reducing the IPV consequences
(i.e., in this study the recovering condition).

When we assumed that the support s evolves as a function of the perceived violence, simulation results
indicated a more polarized behaviors as the first model. However, contrary to the first model, the gender
differences faded-out. These results emphasize that social support has a crucial role in preventing IPV, regardless
of the sex of those who provide support to the woman or the man.

These findings also have practical implications. As suggested by Banyard (2015) prevention interventions
that based on giving community members a positive role of reducing IPV, such as bystander approach, should
make individuals aware of being carriers of social norms related to IPV and they may modify them with their
own behaviors in order to reduce violence in a society. Given that some past studies showed that females are
more likely to provide support in IPV situations (Banyard 2008; Beeble et al. 2008), it is important to engage
more males in giving support towards individuals involved in IPV.

Future research should investigate the critical role of receiving social support after an episode of IPV given
that it could increase the likelihood to remain in an abusive relationship. However, our study makes more
evidences of the positive and protective role of social support within IPV dynamics.

Although in the literature there are few studies that have tried to investigate the dynamics of IPV through
ABM, the models implemented in this study are a starting point for understanding the effect of social influence
and social support on the dynamics of violence.
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APPENDIX

Table 1: The transition matrix τ(s′i|si, sj) of Model 1 starting from state si = −1 (passive)

s′i si sj τ(s′i|si, sj) Illustration
-1 -1 0 0 myself passive, spouse neutral → passive: not contemplated
0 -1 0 1 myself passive, spouse neutral → normal: default
1 -1 0 0 myself passive, spouse neutral → upset: not contemplated
2 -1 0 0 myself passive, spouse neutral → violent: not contemplated
-1 -1 -1 0 myself passive, spouse passive → passive: not contemplated
0 -1 -1 1 myself passive, spouse passive → normal: default
1 -1 -1 0 myself passive, spouse passive → upset: not contemplated
2 -1 -1 0 myself passive, spouse passive → violent: not contemplated
-1 -1 1 1− a myself passive, spouse upset → passive: not assertiveness
0 -1 1 0 myself passive, spouse upset → normal: not contemplated
1 -1 1 a myself passive, spouse upset → upset: assertiveness
2 -1 1 0 myself passive, spouse upset → violent: not contemplated
-1 -1 2 1 myself passive, spouse violent → passive: passivity (absorbing state)
0 -1 2 0 myself passive, spouse violent → normal: not contemplated
1 -1 2 0 myself passive, spouse violent → upset: not contemplated
2 -1 2 0 myself passive, spouse violent → violent: not contemplated

Table 2: The transition matrix τ(s′i|si, sj) of Model 1 starting from state si = 0 (normal)

s′i si sj τ(s′i|si, sj) Illustration
-1 0 0 0 myself neutral, spouse neutral → passive: not contemplated
0 0 0 1 myself neutral, spouse neutral → normal: normal (absorbing state)
1 0 0 0 myself neutral, spouse neutral → upset: not contemplated
2 0 0 0 myself neutral, spouse neutral → violent: not contemplated
-1 0 -1 0 myself neutral, spouse passive → passive: not contemplated
0 0 -1 1 myself neutral, spouse passive → normal: default
1 0 -1 0 myself neutral, spouse passive → upset: not contemplated
2 0 -1 0 myself neutral, spouse passive → violent: not contemplated
-1 0 1 1− a myself neutral, spouse upset → passive: not assertiveness
0 0 1 0 myself neutral, spouse upset → normal: not contemplated
1 0 1 a/4 myself neutral, spouse upset → upset: assertiveness
2 0 1 3a/4 myself neutral, spouse upset → violent: aggressiveness
-1 0 2 1− a myself neutral, spouse violent → passive: not aggressiveness
0 0 2 0 myself neutral, spouse violent → normal: not contemplated
1 0 2 0 myself neutral, spouse violent → upset: not contemplated
2 0 2 a myself neutral, spouse violent → violent: aggressiveness
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Table 3: The transition matrix τ(s′i|si, sj) of Model 1 starting from state si = 1 (upset)

s′i si sj τ(s′i|si, sj) Illustration
-1 1 0 1− a myself upset, spouse neutral → passive: not assertiveness
0 1 0 0 myself upset, spouse neutral → normal: not contemplated
1 1 0 a/4 myself upset, spouse neutral → upset: assertiveness
2 1 0 3a/4 myself upset, spouse neutral → violent: aggressiveness
-1 1 -1 1− a myself upset, spouse passive → passive: not assertiveness
0 1 -1 0 myself upset, spouse passive → normal: not contemplated
1 1 -1 0 myself upset, spouse passive → upset: not contemplated
2 1 -1 a myself upset, spouse passive → violent: aggressiveness
-1 1 1 1− a myself upset, spouse upset → passive: not assertiveness
0 1 1 0 myself upset, spouse upset → normal: not contemplated
1 1 1 0 myself upset, spouse upset → upset: not contemplated
2 1 1 a myself upset, spouse upset → violent: aggressiveness
-1 1 2 1− a myself upset, spouse violent → passive: passivity
0 1 2 0 myself upset, spouse violent → normal: not contemplated
1 1 2 0 myself upset, spouse violent → upset: default
2 1 2 a myself upset, spouse violent → violent: aggressiveness

Table 4: The transition matrix τ(s′i|si, sj) of Model 1 starting from state si = 2 (violent)

s′i si sj τ(s′i|si, sj) Illustration
-1 2 0 1− a myself violent, spouse neutral → passive: false passivity
0 2 0 0 myself violent, spouse neutral → normal: not contemplated
1 2 0 0 myself violent, spouse neutral → upset: not contemplated
2 2 0 a myself violent, spouse neutral → aggressiveness
-1 2 -1 0 myself violent, spouse passive → passive: not contemplated
0 2 -1 0 myself violent, spouse passive → normal: non contemplated
1 2 -1 0 myself violent, spouse passive → upset: not contemplated
2 2 -1 1 myself violent, spouse passive → violent: aggressiveness (absorbing state)
-1 2 1 1-a myself violent, spouse upset → passive: false passivity
0 2 1 0 myself violent, spouse upset → normal: not contemplated
1 2 1 0 myself violent, spouse upset → upset: not contemplated
2 2 1 a myself violent, spouse upset → violent: aggressiveness
-1 2 2 0 myself violent, spouse violent → passive: not contemplated
0 2 2 0 myself violent, spouse violent → normal: not contemplated
1 2 2 0 myself violent, spouse violent → upset: not contemplated
2 2 2 1 myself violent, spouse violent → violent: prelude to separation (absorbing state)
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Table 5: The transition matrix τ3(s′i|si, sj) of Model 2 starting from state si = −1 (passive)

s′i si sj τ3(s′i|si, sj) Illustration
-1 -1 0 0 myself passive, spouse neutral → passive: not contemplated
0 -1 0 1 myself passive, spouse neutral → neutral: default
1 -1 0 0 myself passive, spouse neutral → upset: not contemplated
2 -1 0 0 myself passive, spouse neutral → violent: not contemplated
-1 -1 -1 0 myself passive, spouse passive → passive: not contemplated
0 -1 -1 1 myself passive, spouse passive → neutral: default
1 -1 -1 0 myself passive, spouse passive → upset: not contemplated
2 -1 -1 0 myself passive, spouse passive → violent: not contemplated
-1 -1 1 1 myself passive, spouse upset → passive: default
0 -1 1 0 myself passive, spouse upset → neutral: not contemplated
1 -1 1 0 myself passive, spouse upset → upset: not contemplated
2 -1 1 0 myself passive, spouse upset → violent: not contemplated
-1 -1 2 1 myself passive, spouse violent → passive: default
0 -1 2 0 myself passive, spouse violent → neutral: not contemplated
1 -1 2 0 myself passive, spouse violent → upset: not contemplated
2 -1 2 0 myself passive, spouse violent → violent: not contemplated

Table 6: The transition matrix τ3(s′i|si, sj) of Model 2 starting from state si = 0 (normal)

s′i si sj τ3(s′i|si, sj) Illustration
-1 0 0 0 myself neutral, spouse neutral → passive: not contemplated
0 0 0 s myself neutral, spouse neutral → neutral: support
1 0 0 1− s myself neutral, spouse neutral → upset: negative episode + lack of support
2 0 0 0 myself neutral, spouse neutral → violent: not contemplated
-1 0 -1 0 myself neutral, spouse passive → passive: not contemplated
0 0 -1 1 myself neutral, spouse passive → neutral: default
1 0 -1 0 myself neutral, spouse passive → upset: not contemplated
2 0 -1 0 myself neutral, spouse passive → violent: not contemplated
-1 0 1 0 myself neutral, spouse upset → passive: not contemplated
0 0 1 s myself neutral, spouse upset → neutral: support
1 0 1 1− s myself neutral, spouse upset → upset: lack of support
2 0 1 0 myself neutral, spouse upset → violent: not contemplated
-1 0 2 0 myself neutral, spouse violent → passive: not contemplated
0 0 2 1 myself neutral, spouse violent → neutral: default
1 0 2 0 myself neutral, spouse violent → upset: not contemplated
2 0 2 0 myself neutral, spouse violent → violent: not contemplated
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Table 7: The transition matrix τ3(s′i|si, sj) of Model 2 starting from state si = 1 (upset)

s′i si sj τ3(s′i|si, sj) Illustration
-1 1 0 s myself upset, spouse neutral → passive: support
0 1 0 0 myself upset, spouse neutral → neutral: not contemplated
1 1 0 1− s myself upset, spouse neutral → upset: lack of support
2 1 0 0 myself upset, spouse neutral → violent: not contemplated
-1 1 -1 1/2 myself upset, spouse passive → passive: may happen
0 1 -1 1/2 myself upset, spouse passive → neutral: may happen
1 1 -1 0 myself upset, spouse passive → upset: not contemplated
2 1 -1 0 myself upset, spouse passive → violent: not contemplated
-1 1 1 s myself upset, spouse upset → passive: support
0 1 1 0 myself upset, spouse upset → neutral: not contemplated
1 1 1 0 myself upset, spouse upset → upset: not contemplated
2 1 1 1− s myself upset, spouse upset → violent: lack of support
-1 1 2 0 myself upset, spouse violent → passive: not contemplated
0 1 2 0 myself upset, spouse violent → neutral: not contemplated
1 1 2 1 myself upset, spouse violent → upset: default
2 1 2 0 myself upset, spouse violent → violent: not contemplated

Table 8: The transition matrix τ3(s′i|si, sj) of Model 2 starting from state si = 2 (violence)

s′i si sj τ3(s′i|si, sj) Illustration
-1 2 0 0 myself violent, spouse neutral → passive: not contemplated
0 2 0 1 myself violent, spouse neutral → neutral: default
1 2 0 0 myself violent, spouse neutral → upset: not contemplated
2 2 0 0 myself violent, spouse neutral → violent: not contemplated
-1 2 -1 1 myself violent, spouse passive → passive: default
0 2 -1 0 myself violent, spouse passive → neutral: not contemplated
1 2 -1 0 myself violent, spouse passive → upset: not contemplated
2 2 -1 0 myself violent, spouse passive → violent: not contemplated
-1 2 1 0 myself violent, spouse upset → passive: not contemplated
0 2 1 0 myself violent, spouse upset → neutral: not contemplated
1 2 1 0 myself violent, spouse upset → upset: not contemplated
2 2 1 1 myself violent, spouse upset → violent: default
-1 2 2 0 myself violent, spouse violent → passive: not contemplated
0 2 2 s myself violent, spouse violent → neutral: prelude of separation (support)
1 2 2 0 myself violent, spouse violent → upset: not contemplated
2 2 2 1− s myself violent, spouse violent → violent: increase of violence (lack of support)
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